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LAWN FEED WEED & MOSSKILLER  

 

Contents: Nitrogen (N) 10; Phosphorus (P) 2; Potassium (K) 4; Ferrous Sulphate 16.2% W/W 

Weedkillers: Dicamba and Mecoprop-P 

 

Directions for Use  When to Use - Apply GREENFORCE LAWN FEED WEED & MOSS KILLER, during the 

growing season from early Spring (April).  Re-treatment may be necessary for heavy moss 

infestation or if moss returns.  Ideally do not apply for 4 days before mowing and 3 days 

after. Apply product on a still day, when lawns are growing actively and the soil is moist. Do 

not use during drought or freezing conditions. 

 

 Application rate: Apply 20g per m2 evenly over the surface. For accuracy and evenness of 

coverage, mark out the area to be treated using string or canes.  

 

After Application - Your lawn should thicken and become a rich green colour. Total weed 

control may take around 4 -5 weeks. Some weeds may grow vigorously at first and become 

distorted and twisted. The moss in the lawn will blacken as it dies (any blackening of the 

grass is only temporary).  After 7-14 days rake out the dead moss  

 

 General Advice - Avoid walking on treated areas until it rains or the product has been 

watered in. If no rain falls within 2 days, water the lawn thoroughly, so as to allow the 

product to work. Once the product is fully watered in, children and pets need not be 

excluded.  Disposal of Lawn Clippings:  For mulching do not use the first three mowings 

after treatment. After six months of thorough composting, they will be safe to use.  Drift:  

Avoid drift onto vegetables, flowers and all neighbouring vegetation. In addition, staining 

and discolouration can occur if the product comes in contact with paving, concrete slabs and 

clothing etc. If this occurs, clean off immediately. Newly Sown Lawns:  All newly sown 

lawns / laid turf must be established for twelve months. Bulbs:  GREENFORCE LAWN 

FEED WEED & MOSS KILLER can be applied where bulbs are growing in the lawn, 

provided it is applied after all the bulb foliage has died down naturally. 

 

GREENFORCE LAWN FEED WEED & MOSS KILLER contains three products, which work together. 

 1. Lawn Fertiliser - feeds the grass, for a lush healthy lawn. 

 2.  A combination of two herbicides (Dicamba and Mecoprop-P), eliminating the weeds. 

 3. Ferrous Sulphate, eliminating the moss, causing it to blacken and die. 

  

Product Code Pack Size Bar Code 

G21022 15kg – (750 m2.) 5390182201225 

P21028 3Kg – (150 m2) 539018221028 

 

PRECAUTION 
Use plant protection products safely. Always read the label and product information before use - Pay Attention to the risk 

indications and follow the safety precautions on the label 
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